January 9, 2015

Dear Colleague:

As a donor to the ACR “Leading Radiology Into The Future” campaign to support the Radiology Leadership Institute (RLI), the Radiologic Society of New Jersey will be awarding one scholarship for a member or member-in-training to attend either the RLI Harvard Emerging Leaders virtual meeting to begin in February, 2015, or the RLI Leadership Summit in August, 2015. The scholarship will cover the entire tuition cost for either of these sessions, but will not include lodging or transport expenses to the August leadership summit.

To apply for the scholarship and to learn more about these RLI sessions, please click on the link below.

https://radiologyleaders.wufoo.com/forms/shb8we01mo2jyx/

Sincerely,

Mitchell Miller, MD
President, Radiological Society of New Jersey